Lowveld & Escarpment Fire Protection Association Newsletter

Greetings,
It’s only over when the fat lady sings, they say, so
please don’t leap into the final month of the fire
season thinking we’re home and dry.
We ask you to maintain your monthly activities, be
responsive to fire-unfriendly weather conditions
and remember, wildfires don’t respect calendars!
Thanks to those who have taken part in our
survey, so far the results tell us that we are on the
right track and giving you what you want from the
newsletter. If not, please tell us. We can’t deliver
what you want if we don’t know what that is! Meanwhile, enjoy this issue. Until next time.
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2019 is turning out to be a year of ‘firsts’ for LEFPA as the Association leads the way with the first
FPA registered Helistop. What is a Helistop, did we hear you ask? It’s a place designated for helicopters to land and the
Helistop at Safcol Tweefontein, Sabie, also serves as the base for the two Escarpment area Huey helicopters.
CAA regulations (J97) are stringent and the authorisation and paperwork process was a slow, frustrating experience but a
worthwhile achievement. Ensuring the safety of our pilots and their machines is paramount and adhering to the regulations will
create and set the standard for aerial firefighting in Mpumalanga. With the first Helistop done and dusted, LEFPA has plans for
another two Helistops within the operational area.
Frank Smook, Kishugu RPFO says “Kishugu Aviation would like to thank all the stakeholders involved in making this a reality.
The crew are enjoying operations in and out of this comfortable and peaceful environment at Tweefontein. The crew have set
up the airbase as per SACAA requirements and SOP’s have been drafted.” Andre Scheepers has sent in some photos and
it’s clear that the construction team laboured hard to create the Helistop. Thanks for your efforts, guys, good job.
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“It Eats Everything” - The New Breed Of Wildfire
A terrifying article in Horizon, the European Union’s Research
and Innovation magazine unwraps the reality of raging wildfires
which are now the global norm rather than seasonal risks.
According to Marc Castellnou, president of the Spanish wildfire
prevention group Pau Costa Foundation, higher-intensity, fastermoving fires caused by climate change and negligent forest
management generate sufficient energy to evolve into erratic
firestorms knows as pyroCbs. First responders are powerless to
suppress pyroCbs fires which can burn up to 100 000 kilowatts of
energy per metre, 10 times what a traditional firefighter can
handle. Fires blazing at 4000 kilowatts are too hot for firefighters
to approach, requiring aerial support. “This wildfire shows a
different behaviour than those of the past,” Castellnou says. “It
eats everything.”
Predicting the behaviour and direction of these fires is impossible,
and the current thinking in Europe is to teach people how to
coexist with wildfires in the way people living in earthquake-prone
areas coexist with earthquakes. Be part of the solution by protecting yourself and your property, knowing what to do and what not
to do both to prevent and in the event of wildfires, and where to stay or not stay when a wildfire is in your area.
Using fire to fight fire, clearing old trees to make way for new forests adapted to climate change to grow and prescribed burning to
create firebreaks, Castellnou says, is the “best protection against the big fires.”
What can be done?
- Create a programme to teach people how to live with wildfires and manage landscapes, similar to FireSmart in Canada
or Firewise in the US,
- Establish long-term or permanent research structures to understand our future with fire,
- Help municipalities, firefighters and communities work together to raise awareness and knowledge about wildfire risks and how
fires behave,
- Reduce the vegetation that makes forests flammable, so fire and rescue services have the capacity to fight fires,
- Create an incentive to clear vegetation, such as constructing buildings from wood or using biomass to heat public buildings and
hospitals,
- In the case of a fire, provide clear information for residents about when to evacuate and when to stay in their homes.
https://horizon-magazine.eu/article/it-eats-everything-new-breed-wildfire-s-impossible-predict.html

9/11 Remembered
Where were you on the afternoon of 11th September 2001? That date remains
one that will live on in infamy and on the 18th anniversary of the plane crashes
that shocked the world, LEFPA remembered 9/11 with a live radio broadcast
from LEFPA offices on 100.5FM Radio Lowveld from 13h00 to 15h00.
Andre Scheepers joined presenters Joanne and Pieter to relive their memories
of the day and share statistics and stories with listeners. LEFPA’s fallen friends
from the USA, including Chief Ron Spadafora (see All Fired Up August 2018)
were warmly remembered.
After the show, Andre and the pilots gathered at the Hotspot crew room for a
braai and the traditional Jameson’s toast to salute absent friends from the FDNY
who lost their lives in service on a day few will ever forget.
L - R Mark Jackson, Tosh Ross, Andre Scheepers, Rob Taylor, Bevin Harris, Hylton Taylor

LEFPA Resources Call Out Procedures
Do you know how to call LEFPA out in the event of an emergency? Scurrying about seeking what to do while your property burns
isn’t the right time to find out! Andre Scheepers has summarised the call out procedures and we suggest you print this page out
and stick it on your fridge or next to your phone.
Step one is to have your membership number handy and call 0860 66 3473 number; request to speak to an operator in the Ops
Centre. As a member, you can request ground support or, if you have subscribed to the service, air support. Maybe now is a
good time to consider subscribing to air support if you aren’t a subscriber.
Please note that there is still a variable cost to the member for using the relevant resource and for ground teams sent
out after 15h00B rations will be add to the variable cost.
MOST IMPORTANTLY, utilisation of ANY LEFPA resource is strictly on a caller pays basis and no resources will be
dispatched on behalf of a third party.
Membership fees and outstanding fees must be fully paid up to have access to these resources.
The National Veld and Forest Fire Act 101 of 1998 is very clear on the duties and responsibilities of a landowner; Chapter 4 of the
Act specifies that all landowners must prepare and maintain fire breaks on their property.
Chapter 5 of the Act deals with firefighting and directs that landowners must have equipment and trained personnel. Landowners
must take all reasonable steps to notify every relevant party in the event of a fire and to do everything possible to stop the fire
spreading.
As per LEFPA Rules and Minimum Requirements (Sep 2017), LEFPA crews are on standby at base as detailed below. If no
request for assistance is received from members according to the standby protocols, the teams will not be available after hours.
Requesting relief teams for extended attack operations must also be placed with the Operational Centre no later than lunch time
on the day so that teams can be mobilised timeously.
LEFPA is here for our members, please help us to help you by following the correct procedure.
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Training Partnership
Sappi and LEFPA joined hands in the Glenthorpe Ward to assist in training the
Shamile Trust (Senteeko) staff. During a fire awareness and landowner
responsibility meeting it was clear that there was a need for basic fire fighting
training which would also reduce the fire risk in this area. Hannes Vosloo,
Sappi Forestry Manager Inkwazi region, sponsored the training and LEFPA
donated 10 beaters and rake hoes to Senteeko. The training was provided by
LEFPA’s service provider Aquila Training.
This is a sure-fire win-win situation for all parties and a big thank you to Sappi
for their sponsorship.
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What Do The Numbers Say? September Fire Statistics
The 2019 season is shaping up to be one we’d all like to put behind us.
LEFPA Fire Stats - 2019 Fire Season
Fires
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No Rest At The Rest Trail Run
Queen Khoza reports on the successful performance by the LEFPA team at
The Rest Trail Run. The team returned full of beans with Dazel Sanderson
taking 3rd place in the men's 10km while Dlamini Dimingo placed 2nd in the
testing 21km! The Trail was extremely tough but the team were fully prepared
and determined to hold the LEFPA name high, finishing in good spirits. Well
done to one and all, and let’s not forget the trusty refreshment station team
for their cheerful support. Thank you! Special mention to Johann van
Heerden, Estate Manager at The Rest Nature Estate for sponsoring the
team’s entry fee. Much appreciated, Johann.
(L - R) Bongani Mqawakani, Getrude Mokoena, Mkhonto Busisiwe,
Queen Khoza, Joel Dube.

(L - R) Gugu Shabangu, Simon Masilela, Eutricia Sambo,
Dlamini Dimingo and Dazel Sanderson.

Activities for the Month - October


Attend LEFPA meetings regularly.

 Check airstrips on a weekly basis.
 Distribute your standby rosters to all neighbours.
 Obtain FDI forecast on a daily basis from LEFPA.
 Study weather systems and check forecasts on the internet.
 Perform daily and weekly checks of all equipment, using checklists.
 Perform checks to ensure readiness and quick reaction at all times.

Important Note:


Please take part in our survey! www.surveymonkey.com/r/GY8GDYZ.



Basic Firefighting Training is available to LEFPA members. Interested parties can contact the LEFPA office.



FDI weather emails and SMSs are available to LEFPA members, contact Ivina for more information.



SUCCESS cannot be spelt without U.

Attend and participate - we need your contribution!

